IBM Financial
Crimes Insight for
Entity Research
Streamline customer processes
and counterparty review with
cognitive analytics and robotic
process automation

Highlights
– Automate data aggregation
and routine tasks
– Apply machine learning and
cognitive accelerators

– Improve the level and certainty
of regulatory compliance
– Monitor high-risk customers

Financial institutions are challenged on two fronts: they must spend
large amounts of time and effort understanding the risk a customer,
counterparty or related entity represents, both during on-boarding
and periodically. They must also keep those same customers happy
by accelerating onboarding and service provisioning.
Legacy due diligence systems fall short of aggregating internal and
external data to provide a holistic view of customer risk. Analysts are
left to complete this herculean task manually. Lack of standardization,
consistency and integrity between disparate legacy systems increase
compliance risk and operating costs.
IBM® Financial Crimes Insight (FCI) for Entity Research can help
financial institutions more effectively and efficiently perform the
research and review activities related to Know Your Customer (KYC)
and Customer Due Diligence (CDD) regulations. The solution can
reduce compliance costs and accelerate customer onboarding by
augmenting current anti-money-laundering (AML) and KYC systems
without the need to replace them. Harnessing the capabilities of
IBM Watson® artificial intelligence (AI) and trained by experts from
Promontory Financial Group, FCI allows you to:
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• Automate data aggregation
across structured and
unstructured data sources
and improve accuracy of
collected customer data
and risk assessment.

• Identify beneficial ownerships
and associations with
high-risk entities through
entity and relationship
resolution techniques.

• Glean insights into entity
risk based on accurate
negative news screened
and sourced by advanced
content analytics.

• Standardize highly
manual and subjective
investigations, creating faster
onboarding decisions.

Solution brief1

IBM Financial Crimes Insight for Entity Research leverages
an array of capabilities to improve efficiency of KYC
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Improve the level and certainty of regulatory compliance
• Apply a standard approach
for consistency and
completeness across
user groups.
• Enable policy-based
prioritization and
filtering so analysts
can focus on the most
relevant information.

• Produce a packaged
and portable dossier
of gathered customer
information that
can be integrated within
existing processes.
• Retain and track all
actions and results for
a clear audit trail.

Monitor high-risk customers
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• Apply data analytics, entity
resolution and link analysis to
holistically appraise the risk
posed by customers.
• Monitor for material change
events and risk associated with
high-risk customers.

Dossier
framework

• Use a configurable set of
fields and sources to monitor
customer risk bank policies
and procedure changes.
• Highlight the changing risk in
customers’ profiles with each
subsequent database refresh.

Automate data aggregation and routine tasks

Drive better outcomes

• Prepopulate entity identity
and verification information,
including beneficial ownership
and corporate hierarchy
from authoritative,
third-party sources.

• Reduce compliance costs
and risks by streamlining and
automating elements of your
entity review process.

• Improve investigative
productivity through
automation and
AI capabilities.

• Improve the customer
experience by expediting
the onboarding process.

• Satisfy regulatory
requirements with more
accurate and thorough
KYC documentation.

• Correlate the data and
automate operations by
integrating disparate processes
and standardizing the output
in a consolidated dossier.

• Screen, aggregate and extract
relevant concepts from
unstructured negative news.

• Reduce risk exposure
by monitoring the
customer risk rating.

Apply machine learning and cognitive accelerators
Figure 2: Aggregation of internal and external data for a holistic view of each entity

• Apply intelligent robotic
process automation (RPA)
for investigation steps,
such as search, extraction,
comparison and analysis
of data.

• Provide context and
set priorities to reduce
analyst effort. Improve
the level and certainty
of regulatory compliance.

• Find accurate, negative
news associated with the
entity using natural language
processing (NLP) analytics in
multiple languages.
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Figure 3: Relevant negative news extracted from multiple sources on the internet

leverages the unparalleled regulatory expertise of Promontory
Financial Group, an IBM company, to provide best practices in
entity risk review and remediation. Lastly, the solution is available
in multiple deployment models to fit your needs, from on-premise
to a software as a service (SaaS) offering that operates in a
security-rich, private cloud environment.
Your partner for success
To maximize the impact and value of IBM Financial Crime Insight,
IBM offers a full range of services, from conceptualizing future
state design to data preparation and integration to establishing a
framework for model validation and governance. The IBM Global
Business Services (GBS) team has the unique knowledge of FCI
implementation and data requirements as well as experience and
best practices gained from working with some of the most complex
financial institutions in the world.

Figure 4: Generate a customer risk profile and monitor high-risk customers.

For more information
To learn more about IBM Financial Crimes Insight for Entity
Research, contact your IBM representative, IBM Business
Partner or visit https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/ibmfinancial-crimes-due-diligence

A platform built for change
IBM Financial Crimes Insight (FCI) runs on IBM Cloud Pak for Data,
providing financial institutions an advanced data science tool kit
to build and govern models as well as a flexible, containerized
deployment architecture. IBM Cloud Pak for Data manages the
entire AI lifecycle, from preparing data for AI use to model creation,
deployment and governance. In addition, Red Hat OpenShift offers
the ability to deploy IBM Financial Crimes Insight anywhere, as well
as access management and audit capabilities. These capabilities
enable IBM Financial Crimes Insight to meet your organization’s
financial crime challenges today as well as adapt to your changing
infrastructure and business needs.
Why IBM?
IBM Financial Crimes Insight for Entity Research enables financial
institutions to improve the customer experience throughout the
customer lifecycle, from on-boarding through periodic review, by
streamlining and automating some of the most time consuming
parts of your Know Your Customer (KYC) and customer due diligence
(CDD) compliance process. By augmenting existing systems instead
of replacing them, financial institutions can take advantage of
artificial intelligence, automation and modern capabilities while
realizing faster time to value. In addition, FCI for Entity Research
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